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PART - A (10 x2=20 Marks)
Ansrver ALL Questir:ns

State Bayes' theorern.

A continuous RV. X follows the probability law "f (x)=Axz'.
Detennine A and find the probability that X lies between 0.2 and

The joint pdf of the rarrdom variable {X, Y)

Find the value of c.

4. Define covariance between tr,r.o random variables.

5. Define level of significance.

6. What are the applications of F-test?

7. Differentiate befween Parametric and non-Paramstric tests.

8. When to use Mann-Whitney U-Test.

9. Write down the components of time series.

i0. Define Point estimate.

PART-B(5x16=80Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

11. a)

(a) Verify that it is really a probability distribution (b)
probability that there will be three (or) more calls (c)
probability that there will be an odd number of calls.

(ii) For a binomial distribution rnean and standard deviation

J2 respectively. Find the first two terrns of the distribution.
OR
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(i) The number of telephone calls
hour has the probabiiity function gi

No. of calls: x

12106

below
0 I 2 J 4 5 6

Probahility:
n(x)

0.0s 0.2 0.zs 0.7 0.15 0.1 0.05
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b) (i) if the p"d.f of a continuous random variable "r is

r, \ [c(3+2x), i.{ a':x '2. Fird (a) the value of, o c ', (b) Dishibution
'l (x) - i o. othenvisr

{lnction and (c) E(8,
(ii) 'Ihe slurn clearance authorities in a city installed 2000 electric

larnps in a :rewly constructed town ship" lf the 
'lamps 1]1"* 

"n 
average

iife of 1000 burying hours with standard deviation of 200 hours, (a)

what number of larnps miglrt be expected to fail in the first 700 buming

hours? (n) after what pericd of burning hours would you expect l0
pereent of the lamps uauld have been failed? (Assume that the life of

th.e lamps foliorvs a ncrmal distributions)

(i) Tlre joint p.d.f of Jt ancl I is given by g{x,r) = {;, 
t'.')rri*{ri',

AreXand lindePendent?

(ii) Let Xl, X2, ....", X, be Poisson variates rvith pararneter )' =2 ' Let

.t =l(, + X2 +.... +-{, where n = 7 5. Find P[120 < E < 160] "

OR
(i) Find the covariance betwee* X and r if the joint probability density

of X and ris ;(x,1,) ={1 
tO' 

.'>0 ' 
v>0 ' 't+v<tr 

-

' lo :elsewherc

(ii) The joint distribution of (X, Y), where X and I are discrete is given

in the following tabie
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12. a)

t)

Find the marginal prnf cf Xand land E(lT)'

13. a) (i) A mathematics test was given to 50 girls and 75 boys. The girls got

an average grade of 76 rvith a s.D. of 6, whiieboys got an average of
82 with u S-.8. of 2. Test whether there is any significant difFerence

tretween the performance of boys and girls'

(ii) The heights of 10 maies of a given iocality are found tabe 74, 67,

i2,68,61, 68, 70,64,64,66 inclies. Is it reasonable to bolieve that the

average height is greater than 64 inches?
CIR.

b) A company appoints four salesrnen A, B, C and D and obse*'es their

sales in three seasons: summer, winter and rnonsoan. The figUres (in

lakhs of Rs.) are givon in the following table. Carry out analysis of
variance.

K! - Remember; K2 * understand; Kj * Apply; K4 * Analyze; K5 - Evaluate; K5 - Create

\Yx\ 0 1 2

n 0.1 0.04 0.06

1 4.2 0.08 0.12

^2 0.2 0.08 0.12

firu6

l



Salesman

A-l--ri Ia t)

Seasons

Summer 4sj40138
Winter 4i [41 |u 38

Monsoon :ql:,ri+t 4l

14 a) Two rnethods of instruction to apprentices are to be evaluated" A !6'Ni,co4

director assigns lSrandomly selected trainees to each of the tu'o
Methods. Due to drop outs, 14 cr:mplete in Batch tr and 12 complete In
Batch 2.An achievements test was given to these sr;ccessful

Candidates. Their scores are as follows.
Method i : 70, 90, 82, 64. 86, 77, 84,79, 82,89, 73,81, 83, 66

Method II : 86, 78. 90, 82, 65,87, 80, 88, 95, 85,76,94
Test whether the two methods have significant difference
ineffectiveness. Use Mann-Whitney test at 5ok significance level.

OR
b) The following are the numbers of hours that l0 students studied for an t6'Ki,co4

nedexamination and scores that they obtained:
No.of
hours

studied {
8 5 lt l3 l0 5 l8 15 2 8

Score (y,) 56 44 79 72 70 54 94 85 55 65

i5. a)

Calculate Spearrnan's rank correlation4r.'Also, test at the 0.01 LOS

whether the value obtained r, is significant.

(i) lf Xr Xz, Xn constitute a random sample, prove that
-q
L\X, _ X)'

s'=A' is an unbiased estimator of the finite varianceo2 fot
n-l

random sarnples from infinite population.

(ii) Find the maximum likelihood estimator for the parameter l' of a

Poisson distribution on the basis of a sample size n.

OR
Derirre ARIMA model equation of order (p,q,d).b)

K l - Remember; K2 * tJnderstand; Ki - Apply; K4 - Analyze; K5 '- Evalwate; K6 - Create
1J
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